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lTOTI'S OTT EDUCATION
by Charlie Cobb

What we have discovered over the last few years of our activities
in the Soutr, is that oppression and restriction is not linited
to the bullet·s of local racists shota,un blasts, or assaults .J.t
county courhouses, or the expulsion of sharecroppers from plantations, but that it (oppression and restriction) is imbeded in a
c9mplex national structure, many of the specifics of rhich are
oft times difficult to discern, but which ~overn every facet of
our lives. llhat is relevant to our lives is constantly defined
for us; we are taught it in every wakin~ hour; it is pounded in
us via radio, T.V., newspapers, etc., most of which 2re the tools
of our oopressors. Definitions ar€ articulated to us throug~ ·t~e
use of terms such .a.s, "oua:lified", "responsible", "securi tv",
"pa:t:riotisn", "our '7ay of life", "the american ~vay of life",
"Nipger", "leariPr", "nolitics", and a thousand others, infinitely
~ore subtle and comrylex.
Our lives are pointed out for us in a
million!: irrelevant- directions, and r.;rhat ~-Je are find in.,. TJe have
to deal with if we're talking about chan~e (Whether in 1ississipoi
or Hei·J York) is, \ 'ho points out and deterMines the direct ion of
our lives; hetv do they do it ann !jet at. ray ~vi th it ?
The most im~ediate implication of an exploration into t~is
question seems to be an exanination into the day to day realities
of our existence as only we can know it. One of the things that
is vividly clear to us in t~e south today is that we are denied
throuBh the use of political machinery. The part of this ~achine
that we have come into direct contact and ~onflict ~ith, has been
state political machinery. This state ~achine has done at least
three things that we've experienced at many levels.
It has kept:
us: ( 1) separated ( t"tn;our;h the use of se.~reration laHs, by playin~ white ae;a.inst black, by perpetuating the myth that ue can
never get to~ether without knowing what they know -- e.~. in
other words.without being "qualified" and they define that word),
(2) irnorant (communications media orient us to t~e irrelevant,
the 11 oualified" rear us to becor.e "responsible" to them, the lie
of "tvhi te folks business" is perpetuated, ue Hander confused,·.
aspirin~ to "the aMerican Hay of life" rather than our own, our
schools are Qomnitted to a policy of non-think, and students to
an attitude of no-questions),
(3) afraid (throu~h the use of
~estapo-like law enforcers, hy bind1n~ us in THEI~ la~s and
customs, v.1hich operate above us because t.-re"re not "qualified",
tacitly endoriFnp terror -- e.g. the 1Jhite Citizens Council r;ettin~ money from the T·1ississiopi State Sovereir;nty Commission,
the perversion of justice in the courts). ~e h~ve fou~~ that we
cannot even talk about an end to oouression and restriction in
the sou~h without these structures-feeling responsible to the
people of the south (or the nation). Governf'lent structures { r1rhich
inciude all the institutions that relate to it, e.CT. schools,
churches, banks, communications media, bi~ business -- these
control the thinkinF and create the values) cannot feel this
responsibility, for they have isolated themselves from people
in the interest of maintaining their positions. Consequently, we
are governed from a kind of isolated authority which has wrapped
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us in structures that evade our effor~s to function in them at
any level.
In th i s, lies the crux of our dis-franchisement. As
we be~in to trace what this ~overnin ~ monster called "american
way of life" we are discoverin~ that avenues of knowledpe as to
what it is and hm7 it POrds specifically, are not available to
us. "e h.=:.ve bep:un .to suspect that the key to dealinrr t·7 i th it
does not lie in plo,7in~ throu~h all the int-ricacies of how it
operates too to bottom ., which we mostly cannot see anyway,
but rather, with its effects locally, and our daily oppression.
You're in t--1ississipp-i, or AlabaMa, or Ceorq:ia, or Arkansas,
defined by sor1ebody ·as "nigger". This reality is understood
only in terms of what it is, for there is no place to understand 'Jhy it is. Atter1pts to u'nclerstand ''7hy, rneans the asking
of questions, the exposure of inconsistency, and the askin~
of mor~ questions. To encourave ~uestions, is to ~ncourage challen~e, which is to encourage overthrow.
To talk about why a
policeman hi~s a Negro across the head, is to talk abou~ ~hy
that that policeman does not feel responsible to ~egroes, and
who he is resonsible to, and why they don't feel res~onsible to
Ne~roes, and what can be done to make thern feel responsible,
or ~ho can be placed · in those positions that wiJ.l feei res~on
sible, and how they can be placed in those positions, and
whether or not those positions are necessary. This kind of
question and exposure undermines those pe~~ons in isolated
authority, because people mi~ht organize themselves around the
fact that they can make these authorities . ireelevant; v.1hich is
to l8ave them Hith no authority at all. This is the latent
threat of the "!·J e~ro f'.!ov.:ement" in tl1e south, for "keeoinr the
niggers in their place" is just an extreme of keeping people in
their olace, all of which is keepin~ everybody fron dealin~
with what is relevant in their lives, or even finding out what
relevancies they have to dea;l TTith. This kind of questioining;
threatens~ so this kind of questioning is not allowed.
Discontent has been forced underr;round, Hhere it rumbles, and is
felt ~ore than seen.
·
Yet, sometimes, this undercurrent of discontent is expressed;
maybe by a handful of kids wearing SNCC buttons to school, or
by someone standin~ up in civics class wanting to talk about
votin~>, or the "freedom riders".
It gets scribbled on a piece
of paper sometimes: "If the white man is free, why can't the
black man be?" And sometimes, these expressions soar:
•• t

I wish. that I was free
·free as I can be
I ' d f 1 y , o h I ' d ~ ly ...
away over the sea
I'd fly over the mou~tains
I'd fly over the sea
And I'd be as proud
proud as I can be
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Sut I'm not a free bird
not as free as I can be
that is why, oh that is vJhy
these chains are binding me
If r,iven a chance these expressions can be beautiful. Yet too
often, it is muttered bitterly, and in a vacuum, as Earnest George
of f'1ississippi mutters: "Can 1 t taach me a damn thing in school
that a nig~er in ~Iississippi don't know already~. The Brewer
brothers of Tallahatchie County got the education they needed.
They heard whil,e being pounded to the floor of a plantation
store by a group of white men, shortly after a trip north, "you're
back in Hississippi now nigp;er".
~fuat other knowledge is needed, and can be expected
Geor~e, the Brewer brothers, and millions like them

of Earnest
as long as
they must exist in a society built to cage them ? Their function
has been reduced to acting on what is defined for them -- defined
by the cop with the stick.

OUR RESPGNSIBILITY TO RELEVANT EDUCATION
People in the south, essentially black people, are beginning to
build their own life. They are settinp; their own standards of
"qualifications". They have found that they have not been able
to participate in the life that they aave always known. TJp to
this point of new building, the contradicition of all the kinds
of education that they have experienced (from an attack by a cop,
to public schooling) has been that it bore no relevance to functionin8 in a scciety that was not theirs. As people have started
motion and agitation in their communities, they have discovered
that they need an education that is geared to the relevancies
they discover while buildin~ this new life if they are to function
and participate in it.
For, education is not the development of
intellectual skills, but a preparation for participation in living.

